1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Bundle conductors are widely used in electric power transmission lines. Wake-induced oscillations of bundle conductor lines were frequently observed in China recently. Serious and long-lasting wake-induced oscillation may lead to collision between sub-conductors, wear and even rupture of the conductors, which will jeopardize safe operation of the power supply system. To develop control techniques, it is necessary to understand the behaviour, such as vibration mode, frequency, amplitude and motion trace, of the bundle conductors when wake-induced oscillation takes place. With the increase in bundle number of sub-conductors, wake interference between the sub-conductors and wake-induced oscillation of the sub-conductors becomes more and more complicated. The focus of this paper is the investigation of wake-induced oscillation behaviour of twin bundle conductor lines.

Wake-induced oscillation or the so-called wake galloping of a bundle conductor transmission line is caused by the wake interference between sub-conductors. There are many research works on wake interference between cylinders and wake-induced vibration of cylinders \[[@RSOS180011C1]--[@RSOS180011C4]\]. The study of wake interference between two cylinders reveals that there are two unstable zones behind the windward cylinder, one in the range of 1.5--6 times the cylinder diameter and the other in the range of 10--20 times the diameter \[[@RSOS180011C5]\]. The spacing between sub-conductors of a bundle conductor is usually in the range of 15--20 times the sub-conductor diameter. The leeward sub-conductors are just located in the later unstable zone, which may induce aeroelastic instability referred to as wake-induced oscillation or wake galloping \[[@RSOS180011C6]\]. The parallel sub-conductors of a bundle conductor line are connected by spacers, which divide a span into individual sub-spans. As wake-induced oscillation takes place, the vibration is characterized by motion of the whole span and/or the local oscillation of the sub-conductors within sub-spans, which may lead to clashing and fatigue failure of conductors, claps between insulator strings and spacers.

Wardlaw *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C7]\] measured the aerodynamic characteristics of bundles of 2, 4, 6 and 8 conductors using wind tunnel tests and analysed the effects of position of leeward sub-conductor in the wake, surface finish of conductor, free stream turbulence and Reynolds number on their aerodynamic characteristics. They also studied the wake galloping of bundle conductors by means of wind tunnel tests of segmental models and simplified theoretical models. Price \[[@RSOS180011C8]\] investigated the lift and drag coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor of twin bundles of smooth and stranded conductors by means of wind tunnel tests and analysed the relation between the aerodynamic coefficients of the leeward conductor and its position in the wake of the windward one under two turbulences and various Reynolds numbers. They obtained the full conditions for wake flutter by the quasi-steady linear flutter theory and the approximated undamped conditions. Tsui & Tsui \[[@RSOS180011C9]\] theoretically investigated the stability of two coupled conductors in the case of one conductor in the wake of the other with a two-dimensional model and analysed the influence of spacer spring and damping of the conductors on the stability, which had not been demonstrated by experiment. Tsui \[[@RSOS180011C10]\] employed a three-dimensional finite-element method to analyse the stability of wake-induced vibration of a twin bundle conductor, in which each sub-span was simulated by a pair of finite elements of 16 degrees-of-freedom and each spacer by a spring with its mass at two ends. It indicated that the results obtained based on two-dimensional model \[[@RSOS180011C9]\] may not be able to represent the three-dimensional physical reality. Braun & Awruch \[[@RSOS180011C11]\] presented a two-dimensional numerical model for the aerodynamic and aeroelastic analysis of bundle cables, in which the fluid--structure interaction was taken into account. In addition, they also numerically investigated wake galloping instabilities of twin, triple and quad bundle conductors. Recently, Diana *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C12]\] presented a numerical approach based on the quasi-steady theory to reproduce sub-span oscillations and comparison with experimental data, in which the effect of the Reynolds number was taken into account. However, the method they proposed is linearized based on coupling horizontal and vertical modes without analysing the oscillations in time domain. A little work on wake-induced oscillation in the time domain with full three-dimensional nonlinearized method has been reported up to now. Although the aerodynamic coefficients of a leeward conductor in the wake of the other one at some positions have been investigated \[[@RSOS180011C7],[@RSOS180011C8]\], a little work on the aerodynamic characteristics of the leeward conductor in a larger range of angles of wind attack or positions in the wake, in which wake-induced oscillation may take place, is reported.

Numerical simulation methods have been employed to study galloping of iced bundle conductor transmission lines \[[@RSOS180011C13]--[@RSOS180011C17]\]. In the works of Hu *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C15]\], Yan *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C16]\] and Zhou *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C17]\] studying galloping of iced quad and eight bundle conductor lines, the sub-conductors are modelled individually in the simulation, in which the difference of the aerodynamic coefficients of the sub-conductors is taken into account. However, the coefficients of the leeward sub-conductors varying with their relative position to the windward ones and the electromagnetic forces between the sub-conductors are ignored in almost all of the numerical simulation methods used to study galloping.

Recently, the numerical simulation method was used to analyse the aerodynamic coefficients of iced quad bundle conductors by Cai *et al.* \[[@RSOS180011C18]\]. Although there are some errors between the results determined by the numerical simulation and the wind tunnel tests, the variation laws of the aerodynamic coefficients versus angle of wind attack are similar. In addition, the galloping behaviour of the ice quad bundle conductor lines based on the aerodynamic coefficients obtained by the two methods is also similar.

There are electromagnetic forces between the sub-conductors during operation and the forces may influence the vibration behaviour of the bundle conductor transmission lines. Mehta & Swart \[[@RSOS180011C19]\] presented a numerical method to simulate the electromagnetic forces between the sub-conductors, and this method was used in this paper.

To study wake-induced oscillation of twin bundle conductor lines, the aerodynamic characteristics of the leeward sub-conductor of a twin bundle conductor varying with its relative position to the windward one are simulated numerically by the FLUENT software. The numerical simulation method for wake-induced oscillation of twin bundle conductor lines, considering the aerodynamic and electromagnetic forces varying with their relative position, is presented. The wake-induced oscillation behaviour of twin bundle conductor lines under different parameters is numerically investigated and the results may provide a fundamental basis for the development of control techniques.

2.. Aerodynamic characteristics of twin bundle conductors {#s2}
=========================================================

2.1.. Numerical simulation method of air flow around a twin bundle conductor {#s2a}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.1.1.. Numerical model of air flow around a twin bundle conductor {#s2a1}

A bundle conductor line is a slender structure. The wake interference between the sub-conductors and the aerodynamic characteristics of the sub-conductors depends mainly on its cross-sectional shape and the distance between the sub-conductors. As mentioned in \[[@RSOS180011C11],[@RSOS180011C18]\], the air flow around a bundle conductor can be simulated by a two-dimensional numerical model and the strand sub-conductor can be simplified as a smooth circle. Moreover, the aerodynamic coefficients of the simplified smooth sub-conductors were used to investigate the wake-induced oscillation by Dmitry \[[@RSOS180011C20]\]. So, the sub-conductors of twin bundle conductor lines in this paper are simplified as smooth conductor lines.

To verify the numerical simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of a bundle conductor, air flow around a typical twin bundle conductor is simulated by means of the FLUENT software and the aerodynamic coefficients are compared with those from the wind tunnel test. The twin bundle conductor is 2XLGJ-400/50. The diameter of each sub-conductor is 27.6 mm and the distance between two sub-conductors is 450 mm. The wind velocity is 12 m s^−1^. The numerical model is shown in [figure 1](#RSOS180011F1){ref-type="fig"}. The size of the domain for flow analysis is set to be 12 × 12 m, the side length of which is about 25 times the distance between the two sub-conductors. Figure 1.Numerical model of a twin bundle conductor. (*a*) Simulation model. (*b*) Mesh model.

As quasi-steady aerodynamic characteristics are investigated, the sub-conductor models are fixed as is the case in the wind tunnel test. To improve the efficiency of numerical simulation, the model is kept the same for all the angles of wind attack and the variation of angle of attack is carried out by changing wind flow direction with an increment of 5°. The boundary conditions of the numerical model are set as follows: (1) as *α* = 0°, where *α* is the angle of attack, the left boundary is set to be the inlet of air flow, the right is the outlet, the top and bottom are set to be symmetric boundaries;(2) as 0° \< *α* \< 90°, the left and bottom boundaries are set to be the inlet of air flow, the right and top are outlet;(3) as *α* = 90°, the bottom boundary is set to be the inlet of air flow, the top is the outlet, the left and right are set to be symmetric boundaries;(4) as 90° \< *α* \< 180°, the right and bottom boundaries are set to be the inlet of air flow, the left and top are the outlet;(5) as *α* = 180°, the right boundary is set to be the inlet of air flow, the left is the outlet, the top and bottom be symmetric boundaries. Moreover, the one equation Spalart--Allmaras turbulent model for aerodynamic flow \[[@RSOS180011C21]\] is used in the analysis to depict the turbulence of air flow. The SIMPLE algorithm and QUICK scheme with three-orders are chosen in the analysis. In addition, an increment of 0.001 s is employed in the time integration for the transient analysis.

### 2.1.2.. Numerically determined aerodynamic characteristics of the twin bundle conductor {#s2a2}

The aerodynamic coefficients of each sub-conductor are defined as follows: $$C_{D} = \frac{F_{D}}{(1/2)\rho U^{2}LD}\quad C_{L} = \frac{F_{L}}{(1/2)\rho U^{2}LD},$$ where *F*~D~ and *F*~L~ are drag and lift respectively; *ρ* is the density of the air at room temperature; *D* the diameter of the sub-conductor; *U* the wind velocity and *L* the length of the model. In the numerical simulation, *L* is set be to 1.0 because a two-dimensional model is used.

The velocity contour of the air flow around the twin bundle conductor at the angle of attack 0° is shown in [figure 2](#RSOS180011F2){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the flows around sub-conductor 2 are influenced by the wake of sub-conductor 1 and the turbulence in the wake of windward sub-conductor decreases the local wind velocity. Figure 2.Velocity contour of air flow around the twin bundle conductor at angle of wind attack 0°.

Variations of the aerodynamic coefficients of the two sub-conductors with time are shown in [figure 3](#RSOS180011F3){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that the coefficients oscillate with time and tend to a steady state after a short period, the mean values of which at steady state can be defined as the quasi-steady aerodynamic coefficients. It is noted that the drag coefficient of sub-conductor 1 is almost 1.2 \[[@RSOS180011C7]\], which is close to that of a circular cylinder in air flow. The drag coefficient of sub-conductor 2 is near 0.7, which is far less than that of sub-conductor 1 due to the wake influence. In addition, the lift coefficients of all sub-conductors are near 0 at this angle of wind attack, which is consistent with those presented in \[[@RSOS180011C7]\]. Figure 3.Aerodynamic coefficients of sub-conductors at angle of wind attack 0°. (*a*) Drag coefficients. (*b*) Lift coefficients.

2.2.. Wind tunnel test verification for the numerical method {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------------------

To verify the numerical simulation method discussed above, wind tunnel tests to determine the aerodynamic coefficients of the twin bundle conductor were carried out. The test model is shown in [figure 4](#RSOS180011F4){ref-type="fig"}. A segment model of a real conductor with strand structure, as shown in [figure 4](#RSOS180011F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*, is employed. The bundle conductor is similar to that of the numerical model and the length of the conductor model used in the wind tunnel test is 700 mm. The sub-conductor models were vertically installed between two parallel circular wood plates, which were set to keep two-dimensional inflow in the wind tunnel, as shown in [figure 4](#RSOS180011F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*. The aerodynamic forces, namely the drag and lift, on each sub-conductor model were measured by strain balances installed in the hollow of the sub-conductor models. The aerodynamic coefficients of each sub-conductor at different angles of wind attack in the range of 0° to 360° with an increment of 5° were measured. Figure 4.Wind tunnel test model. (*a*) A sub-conductor model. (*b*) Twin bundle conductor model.

The tests were carried out in the 1.4 × 1.4 m wind tunnel in China Aerodynamics Research & Development Center.

The aerodynamic coefficients of the twin bundle conductor varying with wind attack angle under a wind velocity of 12 m s^−1^ determined by the numerical simulation and the wind tunnel test are illustrated in [figure 5](#RSOS180011F5){ref-type="fig"}. The results show that the variation laws of the aerodynamic coefficients determined by the numerical simulation and those by the wind tunnel test are similar. Ignoring the strand structure of the sub-conductors in the numerical model, the instability of in-flow and data error in the wind tunnel test may be responsible for the difference between the values of the aerodynamic coefficients determined by the two methods. It can be seen that the numerical method can be employed to investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of a bundle conductor. Figure 5.The averaged aerodynamic coefficient values of the twin bundle conductor varying with angle of wind attack (Wind velocity: 12 m s^−1^). (*a*) Drag coefficients. (*b*) Lift coefficients.

2.3.. Aerodynamic coefficients of a twin bundle conductor {#s2c}
---------------------------------------------------------

During vibration of a bundle conductor line, oscillation of the sub-conductors may be different and this phenomenon is known as sub-span oscillation. When sub-span oscillation takes place, the locations of the leeward sub-conductors in the wake of the windward ones will vary with time and the aerodynamic forces on the leeward sub-conductors will change with their locations too. Theoretically, the aerodynamic forces on all the sub-conductors varying with their locations can be determined by the numerical simulation method. However, for a bundle conductor with more than two sub-conductors, the aerodynamic characteristics of each leeward sub-conductor in the wake may be extremely complicated due to the interferences of the flows between the sub-conductors. In this paper, investigation is restricted to twin bundle conductor lines.

### 2.3.1.. Simulation of air flow around a twin bundle conductor {#s2c1}

When the leeward sub-conductor is located in the wake zone, the air flow around it will be influenced by the wake so that there is both drag and lift acting on it. When the leeward sub-conductor is out of the zone, the air flow around it is similar to a single cylinder in the flow so that there is only drag on it. It is indicated that the wake influence region of the windward sub-conductor on the leeward one is about 50 times the sub-conductor diameter *D* in the flow direction \[[@RSOS180011C22]\] and in the range of ±5*D* in the vertical direction \[[@RSOS180011C8],[@RSOS180011C20],[@RSOS180011C23]\] as shown in [figure 6](#RSOS180011F6){ref-type="fig"}. In the numerical model, the distances, *Y* and *Z*, between the two sub-conductors in horizontal and vertical directions are respectively in the range of 4*D* to 50*D* and −5*D* to 5*D*. Figure 6.Wake influence zone of windward sub-conductor on leeward one (*a*) Wake influence zone. (*b*) Relative position of the two sub-conductors.

The numerical simulation method discussed in §2.1 is employed to simulate the air flow around the twin bundle conductor. The velocity contours of the air flow around the twin bundle conductor, in the cases of *Y* = 10*D* and *Z* = 0*D*, 2.5*D* and 5*D* respectively, are shown in [figure 7](#RSOS180011F7){ref-type="fig"}, from which vortex shedding is apparently observed. As *Z* = 0, inflow of the leeward sub-conductor is seriously influenced by the wake of the windward one. With the increase of *Z*, the wake influence on the flow around the leeward sub-conductor decreases. As *Z* = 5*D*, the leeward sub-conductor locates near the boundary of wake influence zone as shown in [figure 7](#RSOS180011F7){ref-type="fig"}*c*, so the air low around it is influenced by the wake slightly. Figure 7.Velocity contours of air flow around a twin bundle conductor. (*a*) *Y* = 10*D* and *Z* = 0. (*b*) *Y* = 10*D* and *Z* = 2.5*D.* (*c*) *Y* = 10*D* and *Z* = 5*D*.

### 2.3.2.. Aerodynamic coefficients of the sub-conductors {#s2c2}

When the two sub-conductors are not very close to each other, i.e. *Y* \> 4*D*, the flow around the leeward one has little effect on the flow around the windward one. In this case, the aerodynamic force on the windward sub-conductor is similar to that of a cylinder in air flow so that there is only drag on it. The drag coefficient of the windward one is 1.2 \[[@RSOS180011C7]\].

As discussed above, drag and lift are acting on the leeward sub-conductor located in the wake influence zone and the forces as well as the aerodynamic coefficients vary with its location in the wake or its position relative to the windward sub-conductor. The drag and lift coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor varying with its relative position to the windward one in the case of wind velocity 12 m s^−1^ are illustrated in [figure 8](#RSOS180011F8){ref-type="fig"}. The results show that the curve shapes of the two coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor with different relative horizontal distance *Y* are similar. All the drag coefficient curves of the leeward sub-conductor are symmetric about the central line, i.e. *Z* = 0, of the wake. The drag coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor are minimum when *Z* = 0 because it just locates at the back of the windward one and tends to be 1.2 which is the value of a cylinder in air flow when *Z* \< −4*D* and *Z* \> 4*D*. On the other hand, the lift coefficient curves of the leeward sub-conductor are antisymmetrical with the centre line of the wake. The lift coefficients are zero at *Z* = 0, positive as *Z* \< 0 and negative as *Z* \> 0 and this means that the lift forces are downward as the leeward sub-conductor locates above the centre line and upward as it locates below the centre line, always pointing to the centre line of the wake. However, the lift coefficients tend to be zero as *Z* \< −4*D* and *Z* \> 4*D*, in which there is nearly no influence of windward sub-conductor on the leeward one. These laws agree well with the results by wind tunnel tests \[[@RSOS180011C8],[@RSOS180011C20],[@RSOS180011C24]\], indicating that the numerical method is reasonable and correct. Figure 8.Aerodynamic coefficients of leeward sub-conductor varying with its relative position to the windward one (wind velocity: 12 m s^−1^). (*a*) Drag coefficient. (*b*) Lift coefficient.

The variations of aerodynamic coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor varying with the relative position to the windward one under different wind velocities are numerically simulated and those under wind velocities of 12 and 16 m s^−1^ are shown in [figure 9](#RSOS180011F9){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that both the drag and lift coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor change with its relative position to the windward one and wind velocity influences the coefficients. Figure 9.Aerodynamic coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor varying with its relative position to the windward one. (*a*) Wind velocity: 12 m s^−1^. (*b*) Wind velocity: 16 m s^−1^.

3.. Numerical method for wake-induced oscillation {#s3}
=================================================

3.1.. Finite-element modelling method {#s3a}
-------------------------------------

The ABAQUS software is used to simulate the wake-induced oscillation of twin bundle conductor lines. In the finite-element model, only conductors and spacers are taken into account, ignoring the influence of towers and other hardware. The sub-conductors and spacers are both discretized by spatial beam elements. During the oscillation of a bundle conductor line, the aerodynamic forces and electromagnetic forces between the sub-conductors will change with their motion status. To determine the motion status of a sub-conductor and finally the loads on it at a moment, an element named load element without mass and stiffness is defined by the user-defined subroutine UEL in the ABAQUS software. Each load element shares the same nodes with a parallel beam element used to discretize the sub-conductors, so the nodal displacements and velocities of all the beam elements can be obtained by calling the user-defined subroutine. The aerodynamic forces and electromagnetic forces, whose determination methods will be discussed in the next two sections, can be calculated in this user-defined element.

In a transmission line section without special damping devices, internal damping mainly comes from the conductor beams. When a conductor is subjected to a dynamic load, the internal damping arises from the axial friction between the strands and friction induced by bending of the wire. The Rayleigh damping model is usually employed to depict the damping of transmission lines. It is difficult to accurately determine the damping ratio of a conductor line, the critical damping ratio of the bare conductor suggested in \[[@RSOS180011C25]--[@RSOS180011C27]\] is respectively 0.5%, 1% and 2%. The critical damping ratio of 0.5% corresponding to the first mode of the conductor line is used in the following investigation.

3.2.. Aerodynamic forces on sub-conductors {#s3b}
------------------------------------------

The aerodynamic forces on a sub-conductor are determined by $$F_{L} = \frac{1}{2}\rho U^{2}dC_{L}(Y,Z)\quad F_{D} = \frac{1}{2}\rho U^{2}dC_{D}(Y,Z).$$

As described above, there is only drag on the windward sub-conductor and the corresponding coefficient is set to be 1.2. On the other hand, there are drag and lift on the leeward sub-conductor in the wake at the same time. The lift and drag coefficients *C*~L~(*Y, Z*) and *C*~D~(*Y, Z*) depend on its relative position to the windward sub-conductor during motion. The aerodynamic coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor at a position can be determined by interpolating the curves in [figure 9](#RSOS180011F9){ref-type="fig"}. It is noted that *U* is a relative velocity, which is determined by the wind velocity and motion velocity of the sub-conductor. The motion velocity of each sub-conductor at current time can be obtained by the user-defined subroutine UEL. In the user-defined subroutine UEL, the relative position of the leeward sub-conductor to the windward one can be determined by their displacements at current time and the aerodynamic forces on the two sub-conductors can be determined by equation (3.1).

3.3.. Electromagnetic forces between sub-conductors {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------

A method to calculate the electromagnetic forces between current-carrying conductors proposed by Mehta & Swart \[[@RSOS180011C19]\] is used to determine the electromagnetic forces between the two sub-conductors during motion and it is briefly described in the following sections.

It assumed that there are two parallel infinitely long straight conductors *C*~1~ and *C*~2~ with distance *d* between them. The corresponding currents in the conductors are respectively *I*~1~ and *I*~2~ in the same direction. As shown in [figure 10](#RSOS180011F10){ref-type="fig"}, the length *Q* of conductor *C*~2~ is regarded as the sum of the length of infinite elements *q~i~*, so the electromagnetic force ${(\, f_{21})}_{Q}^{P}$ of element *p* in conductor *C*~1~ can be determined by $${(\, f_{21})}_{Q}^{P} = \frac{\mu_{0}}{2\pi d}I_{1}I_{2},$$ where $\mu_{0}$ is the permeability of vacuum with the value $4\pi \times 10^{- 7}\,\text{H}\text{m}^{- 1}$. Figure 10.Electromagnetic forces between two parallel conductors.

Owing to wake influence of the windward sub-conductor on the leeward one, each sub-conductor has different aerodynamic characteristics and the two sub-conductors do not always stay parallel during motion. It is assumed that there are two finite length arbitrarily curved conductors *C*~1~ and *C*~2~ with corresponding currents *I*~1~ and *I*~2~, respectively. Each sub-conductor is divided into *N* elements as shown in [figure 11](#RSOS180011F11){ref-type="fig"}. So, the electromagnetic force between element *q* of conductor *C*~2~ and element *p* of conductor *C*~1~ can be expressed by $$\text{d}{(\,\mathbf{f}_{21})}_{q}^{p} = \frac{\mu_{0}}{4\pi}I_{1}I_{2}\frac{\text{d}\mathbf{l}_{2} \times (\text{d}\mathbf{l}_{1} \times \mathbf{a}_{r})}{R^{2}},$$ where d***l***~2~ and d***l***~1~ are the length of element *q* and *p*, respectively, *R* and $\mathbf{a}_{r}$ are the distance and the unit vector between the midpoints of the two elements. Then the electromagnetic force on element *p* affected by conductor *C*~1~ and that on element *q* affected by conductor *C*~2~ can be respectively expressed as $$\text{d}{(\,\mathbf{f}_{21})}^{p} = \sum\limits_{q = 1}^{N}{\text{d}{(\,\mathbf{f}_{12})}_{q}^{p}}\quad\text{d}{(\,\mathbf{f}_{21})}^{q} = \sum\limits_{p = 1}^{N}{\text{d}{(\,\mathbf{f}_{12})}_{q}^{p}}.$$ Figure 11.Electromagnetic forces between two arbitrarily curved conductors.

The electromagnetic force on a beam element depends on its relative distance to all of the other beam elements used to discretize the other sub-conductor. In the user-defined load element sharing the same nodes with the current beam element, the relative distances between the current beam element and all the beam elements used to discretize the other sub-conductor can be determined by the current motion state and then the electromagnetic force on the current beam element can be determined.

4.. Wake-induced oscillations of twin bundle conductor lines {#s4}
============================================================

4.1.. Numerical models of typical lines {#s4a}
---------------------------------------

Typical twin bundle conductor transmission lines respectively with the span length of 200 m, 300 m and 400 m are studied. The conductor is LGJ-400/50, the geometrical and physical parameters of which are listed in [table 1](#RSOS180011TB1){ref-type="table"}. The initial tension in the sub-conductors of the three lines under self-weight is 29.899 kN and both ends of the lines are fixed. There are 3, 4 and 5 spacers on the line, respectively, and the weight of each spacer is 4.8 kg. As indicated in the Chinese design code for transmission lines \[[@RSOS180011C28]\], rigid spacers are symmetrically installed on a twin bundle conductor line in most situations. For the 200 m-span line, two cases with symmetric and unsymmetric spacer layouts are investigated, while for the 300 m-span and 400 m-span lines only symmetric spacer layout scheme is discussed. The sub-span lengths of the three lines with different spacer layouts are listed in [table 2](#RSOS180011TB2){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.Geometrical and physical parameters of conductor LGJ-400/50.diameter (mm)cross-sectional area (mm^2^)mass per unit length (kg m^−1^)Young\'s modulus (GPa)Poisson\'s ratio27.6451.551.51169.00.3 Table 2Sub-span length of the three lines with different spacer layouts.sub-span length (m)spacer layoutspan length (m)sub-span 1sub-span 2sub-span 3sub-span 4sub-span 5sub-span 6symmetric20033.3366.6766.6733.33------30037.575757537.5---400408080808040unsymmetric20043.337053.3333.33------

The numerical models of these twin bundle conductor lines are set up by means of the method discussed in §3.1. The numerical model of a twin bundle conductor line with three spacers is shown in [figure 12](#RSOS180011F12){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 12.Numerical model of a twin bundle conductor with three spacers.

4.2.. Natural frequencies and modes of the lines {#s4b}
------------------------------------------------

When wake-induced oscillation takes place, there may be whole span and/or sub-span vibration \[[@RSOS180011C7]\]. These vibrations could be identified by the frequency spectrum analysis, so the global frequencies of whole span and local frequencies of sub-spans are analysed by the finite-element method.

The global in-plane and out-of-plane natural modes and frequencies of these lines are listed in [table 3](#RSOS180011TB3){ref-type="table"}. From the result of the 200 m-span line, it can be known that the effect of the spacer layout on the global natural mode and frequency is very small. Table 3.Global natural modes and frequencies of the lines.natural frequencies (Hz)200 m-span300 m-spandirectionmodeunsymmetric spacer layoutsymmetric spacer layoutsymmetric spacer layoutin-plane![](rsos180011-i1.jpg)0.4740.4750.392![](rsos180011-i2.jpg)0.6980.7040.468![](rsos180011-i3.jpg)1.0491.0600.712![](rsos180011-i4.jpg)0.3510.3530.235out-of-plane![](rsos180011-i5.jpg)0.7000.7060.469![](rsos180011-i6.jpg)1.0441.0540.704

Some typical local modes and frequencies of the lines with different span length are shown in [figure 13](#RSOS180011F13){ref-type="fig"}. According to [figure 13](#RSOS180011F13){ref-type="fig"}*a*,*b*, the first-order frequency of the local sub-span mode of 200 m-span line with unsymmetric spacer layout is less than that of the line with symmetric spacer layout, which is because that the maximum sub-span length of 200 m-span line with unsymmetric spacer layout is bigger and the stiffness of the sub-span is smaller than that of the line with symmetric spacer layout. Figure 13.Typical local modes and frequencies of the lines: (*a*) 200 m-span line with symmetric spacer layout; (*b*) 200 m-span line with unsymmetric spacer layout; and (*c*) 300 m-span line with symmetric spacer layout.

4.3.. Necessary consideration of electromagnetic forces {#s4c}
-------------------------------------------------------

The design current intensity of conductor LGJ-400/50 is 741 A under the design temperature 80°C, but the actual running current is 500 A, less than the design current. To analyse the influence of electromagnetic force, the wake-induced oscillation of the 200 m-span line with currents 0 A and 500 A are numerically simulated, respectively. The spacers are symmetrically arranged on the line and the wind velocity is 12 m s^−1^.

The displacement histories at sub-span 3 midpoint of the 200 m-span line with currents of 0 A and 500 A are shown in [figure 14](#RSOS180011F14){ref-type="fig"}. It is observed that nearly no oscillation takes place when there is no current in the line. However, as the current is 500 A, obvious oscillation takes place. In this case, the horizontal vibration amplitude is much larger than the vertical one and the motion trajectories of the two sub-conductors are similar to an ellipse as shown in [figure 14](#RSOS180011F14){ref-type="fig"}*c*. The effect of electromagnetic force on the wake-induced oscillation is apparent so that it is taken into account in the following investigations. Figure 14.Displacement histories and motion trajectories at sub-span 3 midpoint of 200 m-span line. (*a*) Displacement histories as *I* = 0 A. (*b*) Displacement histories as *I* = 500 A. (*c*) Motion trajectories as *I* = 500 A.

The frequency spectra of the displacements at sub-span 3 midpoint of the 200 m-span line are shown in [figure 15](#RSOS180011F15){ref-type="fig"}, from which it can be seen that the spectra of the two sub-conductors are the same. The peaks of the horizontal displacement spectra appear at 1.015 Hz and 0.346 Hz, which are respectively close to the frequencies 1.063 Hz and 0.351 Hz of the first-order local sub-span mode and the global one-loop out-of-plane mode. Moreover, there are three peaks, 0.351 Hz, 0.466 Hz and 0.689 Hz, on the vertical displacement spectra, which are close to the frequencies of the global one-loop out-of-plane, one-loop in-plane and two-loop in-plane modes, respectively. It is noted that sub-span and whole span vibrations take place at the same time, but sub-span oscillation is the dominant vibration for the 200 m-span line. Figure 15.Frequency spectra of displacements at sub-span 3 midpoint of 200 m-span line. (*a*) Spectra of horizontal displacements. (*b*) Spectra of vertical displacements.

The motion orbits at all sub-span midpoints of the 200 m-span line in a cycle are shown in [figure 16](#RSOS180011F16){ref-type="fig"}, from which it can be concluded that the two sub-conductors move in opposite direction at the midpoints of sub-spans 2 and 3 and in the same direction at the midpoints of sub-spans 1 and 4. However, their phase differences for all sub-spans are near 180°. It also can be seen that the vibration amplitudes of sub-spans 2 and 3 are much larger than those of sub-spans 1 and 4. These phenomena are similar to those presented by other authors \[[@RSOS180011C7],[@RSOS180011C10],[@RSOS180011C29]\]. Figure 16.Motion orbits at typical points of the 200 m-span line in a cycle. (*a*) Motion orbits at sub-span 1 midpoint. (*b*) Motion orbits at sub-span 2 midpoint. (*c*) Motion orbits at sub-span 3 midpoint. (*d*) Motion orbits at sub-span 4 midpoint.

The RMS (root mean square) values of the displacement amplitudes at each sub-span midpoint are very small. The horizontal and vertical RMS values are respectively 0.025 m and 0.004 m, which occur at the midpoint of sub-span 3. However, the maximum horizontal and vertical vibration amplitudes are 0.099 m and 0.010 m according to [figure 14](#RSOS180011F14){ref-type="fig"}*b*, respectively. On the other hand, the two sub-conductors may collide with each other if the distance between them is smaller than the conductor diameter. The distance histories between the two sub-conductors at midpoints of all sub-spans are shown in [figure 17](#RSOS180011F17){ref-type="fig"}. The minimum distances at sub-spans 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 0.390 m, 0.351 m, 0.344 m and 0.390 m, respectively**.** The minimum distance of the four sub-spans occurs at the midpoint of sub-span 3 with the results that no collision takes place between the two sub-conductors because it is larger than the sub-conductor diameter in this case. The motion state of the 200 m-span line at a moment during wake-induced oscillation is shown in [figure 18](#RSOS180011F18){ref-type="fig"}, from which it can be known that the vibrations of sub-spans 2 and 3 are more obvious than those of sub-spans 1 and 4. Figure 17.Distance histories at midpoints of sub-spans of the 200 m-span line (*I* = 500 A). Figure 18.Motion state of the 200 m-span line at a moment during wake-induced oscillation (displacements are amplified by 8).

4.4.. Effects of various parameters on wake-induced oscillation behaviour {#s4d}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.4.1.. Effect of current intensity {#s4d1}

As discussed above, the effect of electromagnetic force between sub-conductors on wake-induced oscillation should be taken into account. The wake-induced oscillations of the 200 m-span line with current intensities of 250 A and 750 A under the wind velocity of 12 m s^−1^ are numerically simulated in this section. It is shown that the wake-induced oscillation behaviours, including motion orbit, phase difference, vibration frequency and mode of the line with currents of 250 A and 750 A, are similar to those in the case of 500 A. The minimum distance between the two sub-conductors at each sub-span midpoint of the transmission lines with different currents is listed in [table 4](#RSOS180011TB4){ref-type="table"}. The results suggest that the minimum distances at midpoints of sub-spans 2 and 3 decrease with the increase of current intensity. However, the distances at midpoints of sub-spans 1 and 4 change slightly, because the dominant vibration of 200 m-span line is the first-order local sub-span mode as shown in [figure 13](#RSOS180011F13){ref-type="fig"}*a* under different current intensities. So, the sub-span vibrations mainly take place at sub-spans 2 and 3. The minimum distance between the two sub-conductors in the four sub-spans is 0.336 m, indicating that no collision takes place in these cases. Table 4.Minimum distance at each sub-span midpoint of the 200 m-span line with different currents.minimum distance (m)current intensity (A)sub-span 1sub-span 2sub-span 3sub-span 42500.3910.3580.3530.3915000.3900.3510.3440.3907500.3890.3440.3360.389

### 4.4.2.. Effect of spacer layout scheme {#s4d2}

The wake-induced oscillations of the 200 m-span transmission line with symmetric and unsymmetric spacer layouts are studied. It is assumed that the wind velocity is 12 m s^−1^ and the current 500 A. The displacement histories at midpoints of sub-spans 2 and 3 of sub-conductor 1 with symmetric and unsymmetric spacer layouts are shown in [figure 19](#RSOS180011F19){ref-type="fig"}. The results suggest that wake-induced oscillation takes place in the line with symmetric spacer layout, but no oscillation in the line with unsymmetric spacer layout. It is indicated that wake-induced oscillation may take place more easily in a twin bundle conductor line with symmetric spacer layout and it may be possible to mitigate or control the wake-induced oscillation by means of unsymmetric spacer layout design. Figure 19.Displacement histories at sub-spans 2 and 3 midpoints of sub-conductor 1. (*a*) Sub-span 2 of 200 m-span line. (*b*) Sub-span 3 of 200 m-span line.

### 4.4.3.. Effect of span length {#s4d3}

The wake-induced oscillation characteristics of the 200 m-span, 300 m-span and 400 m-span twin bundle conductor lines with symmetric spacer layout in the case of 12 m s^−1^ wind velocity and 500 A current are numerically investigated in this section.

As discussed in §4.3, the vibration frequencies of the two sub-conductors are the same and the dominant vibration of the 200 m-span line is sub-span oscillation. The frequency spectra of the displacements at sub-span 4 midpoints of sub-conductor 1 of the 300 m-span and 400 m-span lines are illustrated in [figure 20](#RSOS180011F20){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in [figure 20](#RSOS180011F20){ref-type="fig"}, the dominant frequencies of these two lines are 0.232 Hz and 0.172 Hz, which are respectively close to the frequencies 0.235 Hz and 0.176 Hz of their global one-loop out-of-plane mode. In addition, there are frequency peaks at 0.923 Hz and 0.863 Hz in the spectra of the two lines, which are close to their frequencies 0.949 Hz and 0.890 Hz corresponding to local sub-span modes. It is implicated that the dominant vibrations of the 300 m-span and 400 m-span lines are whole span vibrations, which are different from those of 200 m-span line. Figure 20.Frequency spectra of displacements at sub-span 4 midpoint of sub-conductor 1 of the 300 m-span and 400 m-span lines. (*a*) Horizontal displacement. (*b*) Vertical displacement.

The minimum distances at all sub-span midpoints of the lines are listed in [table 5](#RSOS180011TB5){ref-type="table"}. The results show that the minimum distances at the sub-spans close to the line ends are nearly the same for all the lines with different span lengths and those at other sub-spans vary slightly with span length. Moreover, no collision between the two sub-conductors takes place for all the lines. Table 5Minimum distances at sub-span midpoints of the lines with different span lengths.minimum distance (m)span length (m)sub-span 1sub-span 2sub-span 3sub-span 4sub-span 5sub-span 62000.3900.3510.3440.390------3000.3900.3570.3490.3550.391---4000.3890.3510.3560.3470.3430.390

### 4.4.4.. Effect of wind velocity {#s4d4}

The wake-induced oscillation behaviour of the three twin bundle conductor transmission lines with symmetric spacer layout under different wind velocities is investigated. The displacement histories at sub-span 3 midpoint of sub-conductor 1 of 200 m-span line under different wind velocities are shown in [figure 21](#RSOS180011F21){ref-type="fig"}. It can be shown that obvious sub-span oscillation takes place under wind velocities of 10, 12 and 14 m s^−1^, while there is no oscillation under wind velocities of 8 and 16 m s^−1^. It is indicated that there is a certain wind velocity range in which wake-induced oscillation may take place and no oscillation occurs when wind velocity exceeds this range. Figure 21.Displacement histories at sub-span 3 midpoint of sub-conductor 1 of 200 m-span line under different velocities.

Based on the spectrum analysis of the displacement histories, the vibration modes of the three lines with different span length under different wind velocities are listed in [table 6](#RSOS180011TB6){ref-type="table"}, in which N indicates that no oscillation takes place; S the dominant vibration is sub-span oscillation and W the dominant vibration is whole span oscillation. It can be concluded that wake-induced oscillation takes place in 200 m-span and 300 m-span lines in the wind velocity range of 10--14 m s^−1^. The dominant vibrations of the 200 m-span line under all wind velocities are sub-span oscillations. The dominant vibration of 300 m-span line under the wind velocity 10 m s^−1^ is sub-span oscillation, while the dominant vibration changes to whole span oscillation when wind velocity is larger than 10 m s^−1^. For the 400 m-span line, wake-induced oscillation takes place under all wind velocities simulated. The dominant vibration of this line is sub-span oscillation when wind velocities are 8 and 10 m s^−1^, whereas the dominant vibrations are whole span oscillations when wind velocity is larger than 10 m s^−1^. It seems that the longer the span length, the more easily the wake-induced oscillation takes place. Besides, with the increase of wind velocity, the wake-induced oscillation mode may change from sub-span oscillation to whole span oscillation. Table 6Wake-induced oscillation modes of twin bundle conductor lines under different wind velocities.wake-induced oscillation modeswind velocities (m s^−1^)200 m-span line300 m-span line400 m-span line8NNS10SSS12SWW14SWW16NNW

During wake-induced oscillation, if the distance between the two sub-conductors is less than the diameter of a sub-conductor, the two sub-conductors will collide with each other. The minimum distance time histories between the two sub-conductors at sub-span 4 midpoints of 400 m-span line under wind velocities of 14 and 16 m s^−1^ are illustrated in [figure 22](#RSOS180011F22){ref-type="fig"}. The results suggest that the minimum distances in the two cases are less than the diameter of a sub-conductor 0.0276 m sometimes. This means that the two sub-conductors collide sometimes during oscillation as shown in [figure 23](#RSOS180011F23){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 22.Distance histories between two sub-conductors at sub-span 4 midpoints of 400 m-span line. (*a*) Wind velocity is 14 m s^−1^. (*b*) Wind velocity is 16 m s^−1^. Figure 23.Collision at midpoint of sub-span 4 between two sub-conductors of 400 m-span line at a moment under a wind velocity of 16 m s^−1^.

The minimum distances at each sub-span midpoint of the transmission line with different span length under different wind velocities are listed in [table 7](#RSOS180011TB7){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen that the minimum distances at midpoints of some sub-spans of 400 m-span line under the wind velocities of 14 and 16 m s^−1^ are less than the diameter of a sub-conductor so that collision takes place in these cases. On the other hand, no collision takes place for the 200 m-span and 300 m-span lines under the wind velocities analysed. It seems that the longer the span of a line, the more easily the collision takes place due to wake-induced oscillation. Table 7Minimum distance at sub-span midpoints of the lines under different wind velocities.minimum distance (m)span length (m)wind velocity (m s^−1^)sub-span 1sub-span 2sub-span 3sub-span 4sub-span 5sub-span 6200100.3850.3710.3770.395------120.3900.3510.3440.390------140.3630.3440.3540.388------100.3880.3580.3700.3700.393---300120.3900.3560.3500.3540.390---140.3770.3330.3440.3440.386---80.3870.3440.3780.3780.3770.394100.3870.3470.3670.3670.3660.392400120.3890.3510.3560.3470.3430.390140.2590.0230.0090.0030.0200.241160.2530.0170.0040.0030.0080.219

5.. Conclusion {#s5}
==============

Aerodynamic coefficients of the leeward sub-conductor varying with its relative position to the windward one of a twin bundle conductor transmission line under different wind velocities are simulated by means of the fluid dynamics software FLUENT. The wake-induced oscillation characteristics of twin bundle conductor transmission lines under different parameters are numerically investigated by means of the ABAQUS software. It is concluded that (1) the aerodynamic characteristics of the leeward sub-conductor are obviously affected by the wake of the windward one and the influence cannot be ignored in the study of the wake-induced oscillation of a bundle conductor line;(2) the electromagnetic force between the sub-conductors may significantly affect the wake-induced oscillation of a twin bundle conductor line and the minimum distance between the two sub-conductors decreases with the increase of current intensity;(3) the motion trajectories of sub-conductors determined by the numerical simulation are closed to horizontal ellipse during sub-span oscillation and the phase difference between the two sub-conductors are almost inverse, which is consistent with the observed real situations;(4) wake-induced oscillation may take place in a twin bundle conductor line with symmetric spacer layout more easily and it may be possible to mitigate or control the wake-induced oscillation by means of unsymmetric spacer layout design;(5) the longer the span length of a twin bundle conductor line, the more easily the wake-induced oscillation takes place and the sub-conductors may collide with each other during oscillation;(6) wake-induced oscillation may take place when wind velocity is in a certain range and the wake-induced oscillation mode may change from sub-span oscillation to whole span oscillation with the increase of wind velocity.
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